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In 2007, I had the privilege of helping to create and then pre-
side over an innovative domestic violence docket in the rural 
county of Bennington, Vermont: the Bennington Integrated 

Domestic Violence Docket (IDVD). With few financial resources 
but energetic justice system and community support, we created 
a holistic, collaborative court process, which combined misde-
meanor criminal domestic violence cases with related family 
docket protective order cases, as well as some related divorce and 
parentage cases in a same-day/one-judge, conferencing-type 
docket. Subsequent studies by the Vermont Criminal Research 
Group (VCRG) showed significantly improved outcomes for those 
who found themselves caught in the formal justice system due to 
the seemingly unremitting impact of domestic violence (DV). In a 
recidivism study comparing statewide traditional criminal court 
treatment of misdemeanor DV cases with treatment of similarly 
situated cases in the IDVD docket over a three-year study period, 
the rate of DV criminal recidivism decreased by over 40% while 
the rate of recidivism for any new crime decreased by over 50%.1 
In 2014 this program was duplicated in another county, and a 
preliminary research note by the VCRG showed no criminal 
recidivism during an initial eleven-month period. 

There is little dispute that historically our traditional justice 
system’s attempts to address domestic violence have been 
something less than successful. Analyzing why the Vermont 
IDVD programs were successful in substantially reducing crim-
inal recidivism for one of our most intractable types of criminal 
behavior may provide a roadmap for addressing other types of 
criminal behavior, as well. An overview of the details of the full 
Bennington IDVD was published by the National Center of 
State Courts in the 2013 edition of Trends in State Courts. There 
are many lessons to be learned from the IDVD experiments in 
Vermont. For this article, the focus is on one of those lessons: 
How purposely incorporating the essential components of pro-
cedural fairness into DV criminal plea hearings can make a sig-
nificant difference.  

Few would argue that our traditional plea-bargain-based 
criminal justice system has effectively served victims, offenders, 
and their families. Yet, for various reasons, despite the best 
efforts of many justice system players, this process has generally 
remained unchanged since crimes of domestic violence first 
began to be addressed by the criminal laws. The IDVD programs 

took a fresh look at the critical process by which the vast major-
ity of domestic violence criminal cases are resolved by our crim-
inal courts—the plea-bargained/plea-sentencing hearing, as well 
as examining how the principles of procedural fairness could be 
incorporated into that process to begin to achieve better out-
comes for all. To best appreciate the reasons for why and how 
the successful IDVD criminal plea process developed, a brief 
review of how our traditional criminal justice system has 
addressed domestic violence cases is helpful.  

If the criminal justice system were to operate as designed, it 
would first effectively and clearly determine culpability of a per-
son charged with a crime of domestic violence, through either a 
trial or clear admission of guilt by the defendant. Once culpabil-
ity was established, then and only then the court would conduct 
a full sentencing hearing and, based on all the background infor-
mation provided, determine an appropriate sentence, consider-
ing the established goals of sentencing in light of the history and 
context of the violence. The judge would know whether the vio-
lence arose out of the dynamics of a couple’s separation and 
never had occurred previously (Separation Instigated Violence), 
or was one event out of many minor incidents of violence 
between couples who are unable to resolve conflict without both 
becoming physically aggressive (Situational Couples Violence), 
or was part of a pattern of abusive coercive controlling behavior 
by one toward the other (Controlling Coercive Violence). In 
other words, before a defendant would be sentenced, the 
process would make clear to the judge exactly what happened 
and why, as well as which of the very different types of intimate 
partner violence needed to be addressed.2 

Those of us who work in the real criminal justice system, 
however, know that individuals charged with crimes of domes-
tic violence (or any crimes) rarely go to trial, rarely have guilt 
established beyond a reasonable doubt, and rarely are sentenced 
after a full sentencing hearing where all relevant information is 
provided to the judge. Seldom do judges have a clear under-
standing of what happened and why, or enough background and 
context to know what type of violence needs to be addressed. 
Seldom do judges have sufficient reliable information upon 
which to base individualized sentencing decisions, especially in 
misdemeanor cases.  

Pleas account for nearly 95% of all criminal convictions in 
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the country3 and most often by plea bargains, where the deter-
mination of criminal culpability and sentence are arrived at by 
agreement of the prosecution and defendant, not by a jury or 
judge. “[Plea bargaining] is not some adjunct to the criminal jus-
tice system; it is the criminal justice system.”4  

In my home state of Vermont, for example, the Vermont Cen-
ter for Justice Research looked at five years of data regarding 
cases of domestic violence between 2008 and 2013. Of the 
8,693 misdemeanor domestic violence (DV) charges filed, only 
1.5% went to trial, and of the 3,383 felony DV charges, 2.3% 
went to trial. All others were either dismissed or resolved by 
plea, usually as part of an agreed-upon sentence in a plea bar-
gain. It is clear that the plea/sentencing hearing has become the 
critical proceeding in the vast majority of DV criminal cases. 
Many have critically written about the general ineffectiveness of 
our plea-based system, as well as the motivation and voluntari-
ness of some of those entering plea agreements and how such 
agreements do not always reflect actual guilt or an appropriate 
sentence for any offenses.5  

Despite the critical significance of plea/sentencing hearings, 
such hearings in misdemeanor cases especially are usually short 
affairs, with little inquiry by the judge and even less detail in the 
parties’ explanations for the basis of the agreement. In jurisdic-
tions which permit no-contest pleas, there is not even an 
acknowledgment of guilt but rather only a statement of willing-
ness to accept a sentencing offer from the prosecution by not 
contesting the charge. In fact, the judge is not even required to 
determine whether there is a factual basis for such a no-contest 
plea.6 In effect, cases are resolved without any acknowledgment 
of guilt or determination that there is sufficient evidence to jus-
tify the conviction by the court. In some jurisdictions, the only 
words uttered by the defendant are “guilty” or “no contest.”  

Undoubtedly, a quick process, which allows the prosecution 
and defendant to reach a resolution by agreement without having 
to detail how and why the offense occurred, makes for speedier 
case resolution. An overcrowded system, which has adjusted its 
resources to fit the current state of minimal trials, understandably 
tends to encourage speedy resolution without trial and with less 
careful searching for reasons to slow down or discover the poten-
tial inappropriateness of the agreed-upon resolution. In my years 
as a local prosecutor, this process also made perfect sense to me. 
Although the judge retained the ability to reject the plea agree-
ment I reached with the defense, seldom did that occur. Judges 
rarely questioned the appropriateness of an offered plea agree-
ment, content to move the case off the docket. In effect, I as pros-

ecutor determined the sentence. 
This was true even when I was 
fresh out of law school and a 
newly minted, inexperienced 
prosecutor. But does it make for 
effective justice, particularly in 
DV cases?  

Often criminal DV case dis-
positions are subject to a 
“cookie cutter” approach. In 
many jurisdictions, there is a 
typical sentence (or “going rate” 
as Malcolm Feeley wrote in The 
Process Is the Punishment, Russell Sage Foundation; Paperback 
ed., 1992) sought and often accepted for every misdemeanor 
DV criminal case, regardless of type of violence. In my state, the 
going rate involves some period of probation with various con-
ditions including successful completion of a Batterers’ Interven-
tion Program (BIP), a treatment modality based on the 
power/control wheel. Yet, by the very nature of a standard plea 
bargain, driven by the name of the offense and not by the details 
of the event and individuals involved, individualization and its 
potentially positive impact on the outcome can be lost.  

We now know that there are different types of domestic vio-
lence, which require different levels of intervention to be effec-
tive, making a “cookie cutter” standard response not only often 
ineffective, but potentially damaging or dangerous.7 BIP pro-
grams are generally structured to address those who have 
engaged in controlling coercive violence (battering), where vio-
lence or threat of violence is used as part of a pattern of abusive 
control. With other types of violence, however, this pattern of 
coercive control often does not exist. Calling all “domestic vio-
lence” offenders batterers and requiring batterer’s intervention, 
therefore, makes little sense and often does damage in cases. See-
ing all victims/survivors as victims of controlling coercive vio-
lence dehumanizes and disrespects the dignity and worth of 
many victims. It allows judges to disregard victims’ stated prefer-
ences and desires explicitly or implicitly assuming they are vic-
tims of controlling coercive violence. A cookie cutter approach 
tends to place all victims in a category that makes them sub-
servient to justice system players as though judges, prosecutors, 
and defense attorneys know best what the victim needs despite 
her/his statements at times to the contrary. Of course, what vic-
tims of controlling coercive violence say in court or to the police, 
prosecutors, and defense counsel may very well be influenced by 
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fear, control, and intimidation, 
but this is just one form of 
domestic violence. By avoiding 
detailed inquiry and simply 
accepting “standard” plea agree-
ments, which, for example, 
require BIP, judges cede their 
sentencing authority and inde-
pendent judgment to the attor-
neys and defendants who may 
have reasons for entering into 
the agreement unrelated to 
effective justice in DV cases or 
who may be uninformed by our 
evolving understanding of what 

is appropriate for different categories of DV.  
How did we attempt to address these issues in the Vermont 

IDVD programs? In large part, we purposefully incorporated 
procedural fairness principles in plea/sentencing hearings. Bur-
geoning research makes clear that perceptions of fairness have a 
significant impact on voluntary acceptance of court orders and 
compliance. As explained by Prof. Tom Tyler, perceptions of fair-
ness can be broken down into four essential components: 1. Par-
ties have an opportunity to be heard; 2. Parties view the decision 
maker as trying to be fair; 3. Parties understand the proceedings 
including how decisions are made; 4. Parties are treated with 
respect and dignity. If parties leave a court process that accom-
plishes these key procedural fairness principles, they are signif-
icantly more likely to accept and voluntarily comply with result-
ing court decisions and orders.8  

By providing for voice to defendants and their victims, ensur-
ing that both understood the process and decision making, 
treating both with respect, and demonstrating fairness to both, 
we began to move criminal DV cases out of the cookie cutter, 
“just get it done” approach in place for so many criminal cases. 
A closer look at the IDVD method provides some examples of 
how even small changes can make significant improvements.  

 
IDVD CRIMINAL CASE PLEA PROCESS 

The process by which pleas were taken and sentence imposed 
by the IDVD judge in these agreed-upon criminal case resolu-
tions was designed to be more thorough than often occurred for 
misdemeanor pleas in the more crowded regular criminal docket. 
The plea/sentencing process proceeded as follows:  

First, before taking the bench, the judge reviewed any written 
proposed plea agreement accompanied by a required written 
stipulation of facts which the court would review to determine 
if it was sufficient to support a factual basis for the offense to be 
pled. If needed, the judge would meet with counsel in chambers 
to review the plea agreement and supporting documents and 
address any issues or obstacles to a plea.  

Second, in the courtroom, the judge would first provide a 
simple “roadmap” of the process for the defendant, letting the 
defendant and all others in the courtroom know what will take 
place during the hearing, including an explanation of the rea-
sons for engaging in that process. The roadmap process is 
strongly recommended by communication experts to improve 
understanding.9  

Third, the judge would review the terms of the written plea 
agreement directly with the defendant, explaining that it was 
important for the court to be sure that the defendant understood 
the agreement fully. The judge would encourage questions if 
there was any confusion. 

Fourth, in taking the plea, the judge would then review the 
elements of the crime to be pled and incorporate plain English 
explanations of each element of the offense in clear, non-techni-
cal language. For example, if pleading to a domestic assault,10 
the judge might explain that the element of “bodily injury” 
means any sort of physical pain, even if slight; that “family or 
household member” means spouses, couples who are living 
together or have lived together, or two people who have had a 
sexual relationship; and “intentionally” means on purpose.  

I found that one of the most difficult explanations concerned 
the element of “recklessness” in the Vermont statute. Here is the 
definition of “recklessness” adopted by the Vermont Supreme 
Court:  

 
A person acts recklessly with respect to a material ele-

ment of an offense when he consciously disregards a sub-
stantial and unjustifiable risk that the material element 
exists or will result from his conduct. The risk must be of 
such a nature and degree that, considering the nature and 
purpose of the actor’s conduct and the circumstances 
known to him, its disregard involves a gross deviation from 
the standard of conduct that a law-abiding person would 
observe in the actor’s situation.11 

 
The Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level reading index (available as 

part of Microsoft Word) for this paragraph is 20, meaning that 
to fully understand the language one would need a post-under-
graduate college level of education. To improve a defendant’s 
understanding of the mental element of “recklessness,” we 
found it best explained once the defendant was asked how 
he/she hurt or tried to hurt the victim. Should a defendant, for 
example, acknowledge hitting the victim causing her/him pain, 
then the explanation of the “recklessness” element would be: 
“When you hit a person the way you hit her/him, you knew this 
carried a high risk that you would hurt her/him. You then 
ignored that risk and hit her/him anyway. By doing that you 
acted outrageously, far beyond what a law-abiding person 
should have done in that situation.”  

Further, for assault pleas, although not technically an ele-
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ment unless the defendant brought forward some evidence of 
self-defense, it made sense to ascertain whether the defendant 
hit the victim in self-defense or for some other reason.12 The 
best way to do this would be simply to ask the defendant to 
describe what happened, thereby allowing the judge then to 
determine whether there was an actual claim of self-defense. If 
there was, that would be explained, and the process would stop. 
Taking an assault plea without determining a self-defense claim 
may result in a defendant violating a probation condition requir-
ing successful completion of a counseling or treatment program, 
due to a failure of the defendant to take responsibility for the 
offense, while never having been given a chance to review such 
a self-defense claim before conviction.  

Defense attorneys are certainly not going to encourage their 
clients to raise self-defense claims or tell the judge “sure I hit 
her/him but she/he started it” when attempting to have a plea 
bargain accepted. Yet creating an environment where such 
explanations by a defendant are initially discouraged if not for-
bidden does nothing to further the goals of criminal case dispo-
sition in IDVD. First, if there is a real claim of self-defense, for 
example, the case should not resolve but should be set for trial. 
Second, if an insufficient claim of self-defense or provocation is 
mentioned, the court then has the opportunity to begin the 
explanation that such circumstances still do not legally excuse 
the defendant’s conduct and that the defendant must learn an 
alternative to the use of violence in such situations in the future.  

Only guilty pleas would be accepted, with rare exceptions. 
The only time a no-contest plea was acceptable was if the defen-
dant credibly explained that due to intoxication or drug use, 
he/she simply had no recollection of the events but had 
reviewed the evidence and accepted the facts as true. So-called 
Alford pleas13 were never accepted in IDVD.  

Principles of procedural fairness upon which this process was 
built promoted dialogue with the defendant. The judge would 
provide an opportunity for the defendant to speak about the 
offense first by engaging in a detailed colloquy about the facts 
being admitted directly with the defendant. Simply asking if the 
defendant agreed with facts in a probable-cause affidavit, police 
report, or as recited by the prosecutor tended to allow for the 
easiest default answer of yes or no without meaningful confir-
mation of whether defendant understood and agreed with the 
facts as stated. Worse, simply accepting the defense counsel’s 
acknowledgment of factual support for the offense being pled 
without direct discussion with the defendant provided no voice 
to the defendant. In the IDVD process, the judge would listen 
carefully to what the defendant said, explaining that, in turn, the 
judge expected the defendant to give the judge the same atten-
tion. The judge, therefore, needed at times to listen to state-
ments of minimization, self-defense, or provocation and then 
evaluate their accuracy if possible. Active listening by the judge 
to a defendant would increase perceptions of judicial neutrality 
and respect toward the speaker, critical components of proce-
dural fairness.  

An attempt to connect with the defendant in some way is 

important to creating an envi-
ronment that increases the 
chance of the defendant hear-
ing and really understanding 
the import of the judge’s mes-
sage. We found that defen-
dants more readily grasped 
the short- and long-term 
impact of domestic violence 
committed by him/her when 
children were part of the dis-
cussion, whether the children 
were the offspring of the 
offender and victim or were 
the children of only one of 
them. We emphasized that the key obligation of the defendant 
while on IDVD probation, which would be strictly enforced, was 
to make sure that no child would witness further violence or 
grow up in a home where there was any violence upon or by a 
parent. Should the victim be present at this hearing, something 
which the program attempted to encourage by integrating the 
family docket protective-order hearings, having both parents 
hear the same message tended to increase future compliance. In 
my experience, there were times when allowing for this discus-
sion caused a defendant to reveal his/her own childhood abuse 
or the abuse in his/her family while growing up. Above all, the 
court must avoid demonizing the defendant or chastising a vic-
tim in any way and must prevent the attorneys from doing so, 
even if the victim is not in favor of any criminal court action. 
Treating a defendant or victim in a manner of disrespect or with-
out recognition of their integrity and personal perspective was 
self-defeating and often alienated not only the defendant from 
the process but also the victim. The court would nevertheless 
send the message that the offense was unacceptable and 
extremely destructive to those impacted, especially children, 
and would not be tolerated.  

Another method of ensuring the defendant, prosecution, and 
court were addressing the same facts at the plea/sentencing hear-
ing was for the judge to simply ask the defendant to “tell me 
what happened.” This allowed the defendant to tell his/her story 
of the event despite the absence of trial, clearly providing the 
defendant with voice. There were certainly times that the defen-
dant’s recitation of the facts was not consistent with that submit-
ted with the plea agreement, did not support the elements of the 
crime to be pled, or both. In my experience there were three 
appropriate responses to this inconsistency. First, some defen-
dants, while disagreeing with some of the facts presented by the 
prosecutor, acknowledged other facts that were sufficient to 
support the same offense to be pled. After ensuring that the 
attorneys were willing to accept those facts, the plea took place 
but with facts that were acknowledged by all. Second, in some 
cases, the parties asked for a recess and worked out a different 
deal that accepted the defendant’s facts as accurate or the defen-
dant returned after consulting counsel with a renewed accep-
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tance of the original facts as previously laid out by the plea 
agreement. Finally, when neither the first nor second alternative 
made sense, the case would then be set for trial. In terms of 
making sure that the process resulted in an actual determination 
of events that were to be resolved by plea and appropriate sen-
tence, we saw this process as more helpful than simply failing to 
determine whether an issue of clear culpability existed to move 
the case off the docket. 

Finally, by integrating family docket protective-order cases 
and, when possible, other family docket matters involving the 
same individuals into the same proceeding as the criminal mat-
ter, we increased the frequency of victim presence and participa-
tion at the plea/sentencing hearing. By ensuring that the victim 
of the protective-order matter had counsel available,14 victims 
either directly or through counsel were provided with an 
increased opportunity to address the court during the plea/sen-
tencing hearing and to have their protective orders adjusted to 
avoid any conflict with criminal-supervision conditions placed 
on the defendant. The presence of counsel for the victim, who 
during the conferencing portion of the process would have 
helped the court construct appropriate protective-order and 
criminal-probation conditions, increased victim agreement and 
understanding of the process and outcome. The judge also took 
steps to explain the conditions of supervision and protective 
order in open court to ensure full understanding of those 
requirements for all, as well as how they might be properly 
modified if appropriate in the future. The judge would invite 
questions from defendant, victim, and their counsel to ensure 

absence of any confusion. There are many other opportunities 
and likely many different ways during a plea/sentencing hearing 
to allow for the defendant’s voice as well as the victim’s, but only 
if the judge understands the importance of doing so and is pre-
pared to deal constructively with whatever is said.  

The fact that one program that incorporated the essential 
components of procedural fairness at the plea/sentencing phase 
saw significant reduction in recidivism rates for domestic vio-
lence says much for this method. By doing so, judges can come 
closer to learning exactly what happened and why, thereby gain-
ing better insight into the type of violence involved and the best 
sentence to address it. It is long past time to return the cookie 
cutter to the kitchen drawer and take it out of the courtroom.   
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In a recent message to every current AJA member, then-President, Justice Robert Torres (Guam Supreme 
Court) announced the launch of Get Involved, the Association’s ambitious program to double the size of 
its membership. In doing so he said: “If AJA is to continue to be the pre-eminent voice of the judiciary, we 
will need every existing member to GET INVOLVED  in this ambitious campaign. We simply must have 
more members to assume key roles in the organization for  AJA to effectively continue to develop our 
well-respected brands of:  Judicial Excellence, Procedural Fairness, Making Better Judges, and advocate  for 
independent, accessible and fair courts. Getting and keeping judges involved in a member-driven, judges-
only professional association is becoming an increasingly difficult challenge.  If AJA is to succeed in this 
ambitious membership development campaign, every current AJA member must GET INVOLVED.” 
 
To make it easier for AJA members to GET INVOLVED, they will be provided with a 
straightforward toolkit outlining what each member can do in less than 10 minutes to recruit judges to 
join AJA.

             AJA ANNOUNCES GET INVOLVED 
   AN AMBITIOUS NEW MEMBERSHIP DEVELOPMENT CAMPAIGN


